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I AM NOT A CAT
(So don’t cat call me)
Most people who know me can probably tell you that I hate
being whistled at, it doesn’t matter who does it or under what
circumstances, I can’t stand it. Run up to me (preferred option),
shout at the top of your lungs, whatever, just don’t whistle. And
that’s for people who know me, but they are not my concern as
I write this article.
I think many girls and women can attest to how hard it is to want
to have a peaceful walk without some man (often a group of
men) whistling or making obscene remarks, remarks that, should
you ignore or object to, you are called all sorts of names for or
seem to be interpreted as either encouraging this behaviour or
inviting more aggravated attention towards you. The web (www.
urbandictionary.com) defines the cat call as “a whistle which a
man uses to convey the pleasure he has undergone simply from
glimpsing an attractive woman.
This definition implies that cat calls are a compliment and as such,
women should not be offended by them, an opinion that is quite
sadly, shared by the bulk of society.
And it’s not just the whistling, it’s all the “pet names” that total
strangers think they can call women just because they find us
attractive, these pet names that turn into “bitch” and “you think
you’re all that” when you react in a manner they find unfavorable
or don’t react at all.
It’s no compliment, it’s one of the worst forms of harassment and
shouldn’t be passed off as anything less! Women continue to be
put in these situations where there simply aren’t any safe spaces
and there really isn’t much defense against this type of harassment because for starters, it is not considered an offence serious
enough to report, and then there’s the fact that the harasser is
somewhat protected by the fact that he may be in a group or
that he does it in such a public setting as a passerby, or to a passerby means he somewhat has the protection of anonymity.
What really gets to me is that society justifies this behaviour
in the ideology that “a man is just a man” but a woman’s value
or worth is somehow directly linked to her body and/or face. I
shudder to think what nasty names I would be called where I to
go around whistling and saying “hey sexy” to every man I found
attractive.
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